
the other day, as I was pondering on this
question "Why only Sunday ?" a thought did
strike me and this is my guess :

You see, when I was coming out of the
last bout of cancer attack at the end of last
year, I told the Lord, "Lord, I have only one-
third of my energl left, so I can only serve
you in one area. Tell me which one." At that
time, the choice was between the women's
Society where I had been leading Bible Snrdy
for the last five years and singspiration where
I had been serving for seven years. So it was
a tough choice but as I prayed about it, I felt I
should take up singspiration because in the
Women's Society, there's a group of very
committed and capable sisters who could easi-
Iy carry on the ministry. So this is how I see it

when God wants me to stand up at the ros-
trum and lead singspiration I need to be pain-

free because I cannot be standing on one foot

for half-an-hour. I'll break my back which by

the way is also very weak.

My friends, the miracle of the five loaves

and nvo fish did not happen only once hvo

thousand years ago. It's been happening

down the ages and ir has happened many

dmes in my life. when the Lord ask, "whom

shall I send ?" very often the only answer he

expects is, "Here am I lord, send me." Then

He will take care of the rest. He will equip, he

will stretch and expand us beyond our capabi-

lities. I know because I have been serving this
gracious Master for the past 20 years and He

has not once failed me.

I am just constantly amazed and over-

whelmed with wonder at God's grace' Each

day on my passport of life God stamps, "STAY

EXTENDED" and each Sunday now He chops,

"PAIN EXEMPTED."

TRUE COLORS
Leona Chq'

We can find exciting ideas in the most unlikely places. ln an October issue of U.S. News
and Wodd Repon I read an editorial about some aspect of the cunent political world sin.n on.
But the illustration was a gem when applied to seasoned saints.

The title, was THE SEASON TO SHOW TRUE COLORS. "Hard to know what to call a leaPs
true colors." Easy enough to say green and be done with it, a leaf being that for most of its life.
But how can one be certain that the essential, the soul-deep colors of leaves are not what they
become in autumn, right now, even though the blood red, rust, bronze and gold only erupt for
the shortest time. After all, other things in nature show their true colors briefly at the moment
they are about to disappear.

People do that. At points of extreme fatigue and desperation, when there is no retreat from
the cliff, one reaches into one's innards to produce the real Mccoy, the creature that has shed all
manners, self-deception, politics. For a statement or two, an action or two, you glow as the leaf
you always were.

New Englanders know how bdef the high color season is. one week at most, more often
two or three days. Then come the stiff winds and the quick descent into winter... A distant hill
bulges with color, but the individual leaf seizes one's attention even more forcefully, having
achieved its singular effect, no longer green but rose, by aniving at a point of self-realization. At
the moment one is about to leave what one has known and proceed into darkness, the colors
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are true. (Roger Rosenblan) USNWR 10/23/89


